We summarize and compare our recent methods for reducing the complexity of computational problems, in particular dimensional reduction methods based on the Mori-Zwanzig formalism of statistical physics, block Monte-Carlo methods, and an averaging method for deriving an effective equation for a nonlinear wave propagation problem. We show that their common thread is scale change and renormalization.
INTRODUCTION
We begin by summarizing the "optimal prediction" schemes [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] for the statistical estimation of the solutions of problems with too many variables by the solutions of problems with fewer variables, making use of prior statistical knowledge. These schemes have a natural connection with methods of irreversible statistical mechanics, as we explain.
How to reduce the number of variables in a problem while keeping salient statistical features unharmed is also considered in various renormalization group methods, and we show the identity between renormalization and prediction in the simple example of a thermodynamic system at equilibrium; we use this connection to derive a block Monte-Carlo algorithm as in [6] .
The renormalization analysis here brings up an important observation. It is often implicitly assumed that to simplify a complex problem in order to make computation feasible means to reduce the number of variables. This is too narrow a view. Instead, one should look for the most amenable problem in a class of equivalent problems, where "equivalence" and "amenability" must be carefully defined in each case. In Sec. 6, a more general scheme for generating equivalent problems through averaging and scaling is used to find an effective equation for local means of the Korteveg-deVries-Burgers equation.
In the present paper the various methods are presented in a unified way designed to bring out their common features. In addition, the Mori-Zwangig formalism, the key to the analysis of time-dependent reduction methods, is presented as a special case of the moment-expansion methods common to all nonlinear statistical methods. Although the specific examples have appeared before, we hope that this presentation will contribute to answering the question: What do complexity reduction schemes have in common, and how does one design such a scheme for a particular given problem?.
PREDICTION: PRELIMINARIES
Consider a system of (in general nonlinear) ordinary differential equations,
where ϕ and x are n-dimensional vectors with components ϕ i and x i , and R is a vector-valued function with components R i ; t is time. To each initial value x in (1) corresponds a trajectory ϕ(t) = ϕ(x, t). Such problems arise in particular after spectral expansion of solutions of initial value problems for partial differential equations. Suppose that we are working with a computer on which only m of the n components of the solution vector ϕ(t) can be effectively computed; the problem has to be simplified. Assume for the moment (this assumption will be modified as we go along) that a reasonable way to simplify the problem is to pick a certain number m of coordinates of ϕ(t) and try to compute them without computing all the coordinates. The set of values of the uncomputed variables is to be represented by a probability density. Specifically, assume that at time t = 0 the probability density of all the components of the data, F (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), is known, from previous measurements or from general considerations of statistical mechanics: F (y 1 , . . . , y n )dy = Prob(y 1 < x 1 y 1 + dy 1 , . . . ),
where dy = dy 1 · · · dy n and Prob denotes "probability"; the question is how to use this prior knowledge in the evaluation of ϕ(t).
